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PROGRADE® AMMUNITION DEFENSE GRADE ROUNDS: BECAUSE YOU MAY ONLY HAVE ONE 
CHANCE TO DEFEND YOURSELF  

 
Handgun Rounds that Deliver Accuracy, Consistent Expansion and Proven Penetration for  

When You Need it Most 
 

 
We hope to never be faced with that heart-pounding situation where personal safety, or the safety of loved ones is on 
the line.   However, should this dangerous scenario present itself, you can trust ProGrade® Defense Grade ammunition, 
rounds that have been hand-selected for a defense situation.  All rounds have been chosen with specific criteria 
including what you will need most in a dire situation — among those standards superior accuracy and proven 
penetration being pinnacle.  In the end, feel safe knowing you have the best to protect what’s most important to you. 
 
The reality is, not all ammunition is created equal.  ProGrade understands this, and has evaluated and assessed the 
hundreds of possible choices and narrowed down its Defense Grade ammunition to include only the best of the best 
when it comes to use in a self-defense situation.  All ammunition has been hand-loaded with the tightest tolerances in 
the industry.  Chosen with the shooter in mind, the ProGrade Defense Grade lineup includes the  Hornady XTP, Barnes 
TAC-XP, and Nosler jacketed hollow  point bullets. 
 
Standouts like the Hornady XTP has a heavier jacket to help it expand at a controlled rate over a wide range of 
velocities, making it an ideal choice in a variety of defense situations.  The Barnes TAC-XP also impressed the 
ProGrade ammunition specialists when tested and analyzed.  The lead-free defensive rounds maintain their original 
weight even after having been fired through the likes of plywood, glass and even car doors.   
 
The ProGrade Defense Grade line also features a Nosler jacketed hollow point, which delivers shot-after-shot reliable 
expansion and accurate performance. No matter what your situation, you can have the confidence that ProGrade 
Defense Grade rounds have been carefully chosen to suit your exact needs and will serve and protect you. 

 
ProGrade Ammunition is an ammunition company that has simplified the process of choosing ammunition by hand-
selecting the best-of-the-best ammunition based on usage categories.  With more than 250 variations in the complete 
line of pistol and rifle ammunition, ProGrade has created nine grades of product — Defense Grade, Varmint Grade, 
Cowboy Grade, Hunter Grade, Bear Grade, Range Grade, Match Grade, Safari Grade and Tactical Grade — for 
shooters of every caliber.  The key to their full line of premium quality ammunition lies in part to the practice of their 
hand-loading process, which takes place here in the United States.  In addition, ProGrade implements the tightest 
tolerances in the industry.  Quality.  Accuracy.  Reliability.  Safety.  Together these hallmarks of ProGrade Ammunition 
ensure shot-after-shot consistency and guarantees unmatched and superior performance. 
 
To learn even more about ProGrade’s full line of premium ammunition, contact ProGrade Ammunition, 3616 Eastside 
Highway, Stevensville, MT 59870.  Telephone: (435) 865-5995. www.progradeammo.com. 
 

“Like us" on  for the latest ProGrade Ammunition news, discussions and giveaways! 
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